
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a lead design. We appreciate you
taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If
you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on
your level of experience.

Responsibilities for lead design

Work with content strategy
Create pixel perfect design comps for implementation and discussion
Identify and remediate visual design inconsistencies across all our digital and
printed products
Present and communicate designs, ideas, strategies, and best practices
Contribute to the QA effort for every release
Lead a team of designers, supervising, training and mentoring them with
regard to technical issues, customer relation issues while ensuring workloads
are covered and distributed fairly
Carry out the lead design, valuation, quoting and management of LVSSB low
voltage statutory connections inclusive of new connections, additional load
requests, service alterations and associated diversion and reinforcement work
Provide electricity connections services relating to the competition in
connections market, including the provision of non contestable costs, points
of connection and design approvals
Be accountable for meeting the requirements of guaranteed standards of
performance targets (GSOP) and licence condition15 standards for the
provision of non contestable connection services, overseeing the work in the
team and taking control to meet targets
Be responsible for inputting data for Ofgem reporting purposes and provide
accurate forecasts of information for the range of projects under your control
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5+ years of professional practice in interior design
You have a strong point of view on design and design process
You lean more toward the visual design end of the UX design spectrum
You enjoy thinking about and developing branding
You are passionate about the future of work
Fluency in best practices for IA and UX design, strong knowledge of usability
principles and techniques


